The ultimate icebreaker
Room Escape for Singles

SUNDAY May 11th 2019

Evening AGENDA

1st Begin the evening ~ Meet at Arooga’s
(formerly Cannon's Blackthorns)
49 N Village Ave
Rockville Centre, NY 11570 MAP

2nd stop ~ Challenge Escape Rooms
203 Sunrise Hwy
Rockville Centre, NY 11570 map

2 AGE TEAMS for separate room experience

Age Teams A/B  A 23-34 &  B 35-46 ARRIVE @ 8:30pm at Arooga’s

Age Teams C/D  C 44-56 &  D 57-70+ ARRIVE 7:00pm at Arooga's

Arrive at Argooga's for sign in (look for Balloons at bar) introductions to all
*At your own expense – purchase Appetizers, Bar drinks or Soda

Then 30 mins later the fun begins ...

Short group walk to Challenge Escape Rooms – located on the corner of Sunrise Hwy and N. Village Ave.

NOTE Please BE ON TIME!  *Late arrivals may not make it into the room

Let the Games begin! When we arrive at Escape Challenge you will be briefed before entering the rooms. Fun, interactive game that requires quick thinking, communication & teamwork. You and your Single Teammates get locked in a completely themed room for 1 hour. Your adrenaline will be racing as you and your team try to escape the room by using only the materials inside while the minutes tick away. Team looks and find hidden clues throughout the room to escape!

NOT a SPEED DATING EVENT  *Gender balance not guaranteed  MAKE A CONNECTION CARDS

$35.00 (PRE-PAID) Limited Spots! Must pre-pay to guarantee spot

Includes  Reception introductions in Restaurant; followed by 60 min Escape Adventure

This is a very popular event, so book early! Limited Spots we do sell out

TEAM C 44-59 and TEAM D 57-70+ ARRIVE @ 7pm @ Arooga's CLICK HERE pay $35.00

TEAM A 23-38 and TEAM B 32-47 ARRIVE @ 8:30pm @ Arooga's CLICK HERE pay $35.00

CALL Gail: 631 592-9804  EMAIL : gail@7inheavensingles.com  FIRST TIME? Sign up HERE
Fun interactive way to meet someone

THE ROOMS

Your Team will wind up in one of these rooms!

The Virus

You volunteered for a new experimental drug trial to make a little extra money. There was a mix up with the drugs and the experiment has gone terribly wrong. You have been infected with a deadly virus. The area has been quarantined. You have one hour to find the vaccine and escape the lab.

The GAME ROOM

The Game Room brings back all the classic board games you loved to play with an escape room twist! Can you solve the clues and use them in a new unique way or will your hour end with a game over?

The Psychic

Your friend mentioned that she was going to check out a new psychic that just opened last night. You called to see how it went but she doesn't answer. Since you're starting to get a bad feeling, you decide to go see the psychic for yourself. When you get there, the room is empty and suddenly the door slams, locking you inside! Can you figure out what is going on before it's too late?

QUESTIONS

Am I really locked in the room?

No worries! you will be monitored for the entire hour so if there is an emergency of any kind, the door will be unlocked for your team immediately.

Are the rooms scary?

Rooms are designed for anyone to enjoy. No matter which room you wind up in, you and your team will have a heart pounding hour of excitement!

Do you have any tips to guarantee I’ll get out?

The idea is you all work together and never stop moving!

Remember, you have until the very last second, so don’t give up!